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responsibilities be delegated to department heads with clearly
designated positions in the school's administrative hierarchy.
According to the third article, a team approach involving four key
stages (diagnosis, allocation, implementation, and evaluation) works
best in secondary schools. At least three publications address the
role conflict and ambiguity experienced by heads as line or staff
supervisors, change agents, or helping professionals susceptible to
burnout. The eighth publication discusses one chairperson's
facilitative approach to peer review in an English department. The
ninth article describes a leadership training program to help
secondary school principals and department heat's work more
competently with teachers, use meetings more effectively, and improve
performance of long-range planning and evaluation functions. The last
two publications discuss department head responsibilities in detail;
both stress the value of shared decision making, cooperation, and the
evolution of an effective work group or "esprit de corps." (MLH)
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Role of the Department Chairperson

Anderson, Carolyn J. "Instructional Leadership Be-
haviors of High School Principals, Assistant Princi-
pals, and Department Chairpersons: A Compari-
son." High School Journal 70, 2 (December 1986/
January 1987): 115-23.

Although the effective schools literature strongly supports prin-
cipals' direct involvement in instructional matters, other recent
studies suggest that principals actually emphasize managerial
functions of the job. These principals perform best by providing
indirect instructional support in terms of training, resource alloca-
tion, scheduling, and communication. Anderson's study, which
examined "variations in functions performed by principals, assis-
tant principals, and department chairs- lsons," supports the In-
structional management" alternative applies it to secondary
schools.

Anderson interviewed certified personnel working at least .4
FTE in eight comprehensive high schools in a large Southwestern
public school district. Although these schools shared some com-
mon characteristics, their administrative teams varied considera-
bly in leadership philosophy and administrative organization. To
measure amounts of instructional leadership demonstrated by prin-
cipals, assistant principals. and department heads, Anderson used
a revised version of Glattho and Newburg's Sources of Instruc-
tional Leadership (SOIL), which measures thirty-two leadership
functions.

Results show clearly that teachers perceive all three administra-
tive groups as performing quite different instructional functions."
Generally, the assistant principals were seen as performing the
largest role overall in instructional leadership functions" such as
master scheduling, teacher assignment, and student discipline.
The department head's most important tasks were seen as allocat-
ing personnel and materials and transmitting and interpreting
school goals; other top-ranked functions involved "direct contact
with teachers about instruction, both to organize teachers and to
deliver direct services."

Anderson notes that "highest' in this study was relative; no
position was seen as performing more than a 'somewhat' impor-
tant role on more than a few items." Results clearly support a
shared approach to instructional leadership. Schools need to
reexamine their "patterns of leadership delivery and include more
of these functions in job descriptions and evaluation models."
Administrators will strive to perform what they are expected to do.

Free, Robert. "A Method for the Selection of Depart-
ment Chairmen." NASSP Bulletin 66, 455 (Sep-
tember 1982): 123-25. EJ 268 241.

'Teachers who believe they hate' no stake in the operational
procedures of the school begin to . that they have no stake in
the school," says Free.

An Arizona high school principal, Free used the selection of a
new English chairperson as an opportunity to involve faculty mem-
bers in the school's decision-making process. (The former principal
had appointed department heads to a lifetime tenure without using
staff participation or considering their recommendations.) Free's
article recounts and evaluates the new process.

The new principal informed faculty of the department vacancy
and asked for their counsel in designing guidelines ar.d a selection
procedure. Several faculty volunteered to serve on a committee
to "ensure the open and democratic selection of department chair-
men." The principal and the advisory committee agreed on can-
didacy requirements, length of term, and composition of the selec-
tion committee. Then the committee met with the current depart-
ment chair to discuss the role, duties, and responsibilities involved.
The district personnel office helped the committee develop six
specific questions to ask each candidate.

The committee then interviewed each candidate, with the prin-
cipal observing but not actively participating. Candidates were
ranked immediately after each interview without discussion.
Scores were then totalled, and the committee wade its recommen-
dation. On the following day the principal met with each candi-
date, discussed his or her interview, and communicated the com-
mittee's decision. The retiring department head then announced
the selection to department members.

The process succeeded on many levels. Staff participation was
high, a "closed" position became open, and faculty leadership
was encouraged. Also, since department members helped select
the new chairperson, they have a stake in helping him succeed.

Glatthorn, Allan A., and Norman A. Newberg. "A
Team Approach to Instructional Leadership." Educa-
tional Leadership 41, 5 (February 1984): 60-63. EJ
293 151.

A team approach works well for secondary schools, say Glatt-
horn and Newberg. Principals can delegate responsibility for in-
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structional leadership functions to trusted subordinates, including
department heads.

The authors cite as an example a reading/language arts chairper-
son whose talents were recognized by the principal. Thi, apart-
ment head proceeded to improve teaching quality throughout the
whole school almost single-handedly by "conducting staff work-
shops, developing and sharing materials, and encouraging col-
leagues to believe in the abilities of low-income minority chil-
dren."

Developing and implementing a team approach involves four
key stages: diagnosis, allocation, implementation, and evaluation.
Even more important is building cooperation among faculty. Ac-
cording to the authors, "with a team approach, the critical func-
tions of curricular and instructional leadership are assigned to . . .

staff most capable of performing them, rather than being cen-
tralized in the principal's office." After talents are mobilized, "a
low-key system of professional accountability" ensures that all
tasks are accomplished by someone.

Hord, Shirley M., and Sheila C. Murphy. "The High
School Department Head: Powerful or Powerless in
Guiding Changer Paper presented at the annual
meeting of the American Educational Research As-
sociation, Chicago, April 4, 1985. 43 pages. ED
271 806.

Based on a three-year study, this report presents data about
department head activities in thirty high schools across the nation.
Hord and Murphy analyze background research on the subject,
as well as the perceptions of teachers, administrators, and depart-
ment heads themselves concerning the teacher-manager role.

Far from confirming any one prevailing assumption, this study
found "consistent role inconsistency." Despite the general view
that department heads occupy a "driver's sear position in the
school hierarchy, the authors identified few heads whose respon-
sibilities justify this attitudeeven in schools with principals who
thought they had delegated sufficient authority. While some
teachers saw their heads as associates and peers, others viewed
the role as offering leadership possibilities.

The authors reached these conclusions after interviewing depart-
ment heads and grouping their behaviors into six roles in order
of increasing responsibility: communicator, coordinator-manager,
emerging assister, teacher improver, program improver, and
evaluating administrator. Various functions were matched with
these roles and rated according to degree of power exercised. The
more powerful the department heads' roles, the more likely they
were to perform as change facilitators. More often, however, heads
were responders to other change initiators in a school. For heads
to have a leading role in change, say Hord and Murphy, they
must be in charge of the department and have clearcut responsi-
bility for teacher inservice and evaluation.

Department heads often lack clearly defined job descriptions
and receive inadequate remuneration and inservice trainingcon-
ditions that inhibit their performance and constrict their roles.
Because they receive yew benefits and little allocated time, most
will be confined to communicator and coordinator functions.

Kottkamp, Robert B., and John R. Mansfie'.1 "Role
Conflict, Role Ambiguity, Powerlessness and Burn-
out among High School Supervisors."Iournal of Re-
search and Development in Education 18, 4 (1985):
29-38. El 321 747.

Helping professionals of many disciplines are susceptible to
burnout. Kottkamp and Mansfield cite recent research demonstrat-
ing that "teachers' perceptions of role conflict and ambiguity are

related to perceptions of burnout." One might expect department
heads, as both administrators and teachers, to experience role
conflict, role ambiguity, and feelings of powerlessness.

To test these relationships, the authorsdistributed questionnaires
measuring these supposed burnout factors and other contextual
variables to department heads in thirty-five schools in three New
Jersey counties.

Results of the regression analyses are encouraging. As the au-
thors note, the department heads studied actually appear to have
experienced "slightly lower burnout ratesthan classroom teachers"
and do not seem "paralyzed by their organizational roles despite
feelings of role conflict and ambiguity?

The authors speculate that department heads experience less
burnout because they spend fewer hours teaching in classrooms.
Among the organizational factors that can help preventdepartment
heads' burnout are clear lines of authority, clear job descriptions,
realistic goals and objectives, conflict resolution training, and
support groups. Principals can help reduce role ambiguity by
instituting honest two-way communication. Reducing organiza-
tional causes of burnout is the key to success.

Lucy, John R. "Curriculum Revision: Who Will Pro-
vide the Leadership?" NASSP Bulletin 70, 6
(November 1986): 85-87.

Lucy agrees with the growing number of educators convinced
that "realistically, principals can be involved only in a peripheral
way in curriculum study? Acknowledging principals' lack of time
and subject expertise, many districts mistakenly assign curriculum
development to assistant superintendents of curriculum or other
central office specialists.

According to Lucy, principals and central office staff should
play only supportive roles in curriculum revision. Department
heads are ideal curriculum leaders because of their position, their
subject area expertise, and their daily classroom experience. De-
spite being the logical choice to lead curriculum revision, depart-
ment heads may be spending far too little time on this task.

Lucy describes a study in which 130 secondary school depart-
ment heads "were asked to estimate time spent on 10 tasks." On
the average, the chairpersons spent only 17 percent of their time
on curriculum development and related tasks. Teaching (29 per-
cent) and administration (17 percent) headed the list. Nearly 30
percent of the department heads did not teach at all; another 60
percent "taught two or more classes, with some teaching as many
as five?

"Teaching" and "developing curriculum" were found to have
a significant negative correlation; the more time spent on teaching,
the less time was available for curriculum development functions.
To address this problem, principals should delegate the primary
responsibility for curriculum development to department heads
and limit their teaching load to one class, Lucy says. Moreover,
department heads should attend appropriate conferences and par-
ticipate in leadership and group dynamics training to become
effective curriculum leaders.

Marcia!, Gerald E. "Department SupervisorsAre
They Line or Staff Administrators?" NASSP Bulletin
68, 472 (May 1984): 87-90. El 299 478.

The position of chairperson, says Marcia!, is "the most taxing,
the most challenging, and basically, the most important" of all
administrative posts. Because department heads play numerous
roles, confusion arises over the nature of their responsibilities and
their proper niche in schools' org lizational structure. In one
survey of the attitudes of various administrators, teachers, and
principals, high school department heads tended to see their role



as an administrative line position, whereas teachers viewed the
role as a staff position lacking supervisory authority.

According to Marcial, the department head's main skill must
be human relations. One researcher estimates that "75 percent of
the chairperson's time is devoted to effective communication with
fellow teachers, students, and administration."

Marcial rejects a purely supportive role for school department
heads, and instead assigns equal import to their evaluative and
supervisory functions. While principals are clearly responsible for
summative evaluations, the well-trained department head is in a
better position to assist the principal with formative evaluations
comparing teacher performance with department and school ob-
jectives. Although chairpersons with evaluative responsibility may
have problems developing trust within their departments, princi-
pals rely on these heads to encourage teachers' growth and to
evaluate them as well.

In sum, Marcial has no difficulty defining department heads'
role; to him, they are both line and staff administrators.

0O Nelson, Mary lin J. "Peer Review in the English Class-
room." English Journal 76, 1 (January 1987): 85-86.
EJ 347 032.

Despite a district's best intentions, peer review car be greeted
with as much apprehension and resistance as annual administra-
tive evaluations. A junior high school department head, Nelson
describes her department's efforts to refine the peer evaluation
process to suit teachers' needs. The entire process was left up to
the department. The principal agreed that she did not need to see
the head's responses to teachers.
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Before visiting classrooms, Nelson sent a message describing
the peer review process to each English teacher. She also sent a
copy of the department head job description mandating peer re-
view and asked for help in clarifying the department's purpose
and format. She also stressed peer review as a response, not an
evaluation, and the confidentiality of the results. Nelson then
visited classrooms with positive expectations and took random
notes on teachers' techniques and processes. As she moved from
classroom to classroom, she was able to pass on ideas from one
teacher to another.

Nelson chose to respond to each teacher in a narrative. Her
intention was to address teaching techniques and curriculum con-
cerns and emphasize the positive. Each teacher read the narrative
and discussed it and the process with Nelson. Teachers declared
the process a success. They appreciated the narrative response
format, the positive approach, and the chance to be "evaluated
by a co-worker and a co-expert in their field."

To ensure the program's continued effectiveness and relieve
pressures caused by other evaluations, the department decided
to make it clear to teachers that the peer reviews would not be
placed in their permanent files and would not affect their tenure
or other personnel matters.

Sange, Peggy. "Leadership Training for Secondary
Principals and Department Heads." Educational
Leadership 40, 1 (October 1982): 55. EJ 269 904.

Sange describes the Instructional Leadership Project (ILP), a
Maryland program to improve instruction and reduce student dis-
ruption "by meeting staff development needs of principals and
department chairpersons in secondary schools."

A survey of Anne Arundel County principals, department heads,
and teachers in August 1980 found that department heads (with
principals' support) were not providing sufficient services for
teacher staff development. Project staff developed a three-year
program for administrators, guidance staff, arid department heads.
While the first year emphasized intensive, individualized inservice
training in a variety of supervisory and instructional functions, the
second and third years provided participants with opportunities
to use newly learned skills to assist teachers with instructional
improvement.

To accomplish its training goals, ILP uses various methods such
as full-day workshops, school support meetings, individual confer-
ences with department heads, individual planning sessions with
principals, and principal seminars. Although ILP concentrates
mainly on administrators and department heads, the program
model is geared to translate "staff development in instructional
leadership into direct services to classroom teachers."

The payoff for department heads is increased competency in
working with teachers, providing professional limy ovement mate-
rials, using meetings more effectively, doing long-range planning,
and performing evaluation functions. Educational benefits are
likely to extend as the project grows to include all secondary
schools in the county.

c)" Sergiovanni, Thomas J. Handbook for Effective De-
partmental Leadership: Concepts znd Practices in
Today's Secondary Schools. 2nd ed. Boston: Allyn
and Bacon, 1984. 506 pages.

Sergiovanni intends this second edition of his Handbook as a
practical guide aimed at department heads and asp,rants to this
challenging position. Principals and other administrators who in-
fluence department head development can also use the book to
evaluate "the chairpersonship and to redefine this role effectively,"
he says.



Each chapter in the first five parts is divided into two sections:
one emphasizes basic concepts, the other, current practices. Ser-
giovanni sees the concepts/practices approach as particularly suit-
able foi use in staff development and other inservice programs.
Part I discusses new leadershil. for middle, junior, and high
schools. The next four parts discuss organizational, supervisory,
administrative, and educational leadership functions, depicting
realistic work situations and offering creative approaches to deal-
ing with them.

An example is chapter 4, which discusses "the department as
an effective work group." Here readers are provided with tips to
help size up their departments and offered eight typical department
profiles, ranging from productive to combative. Characteristics of
effective work groups are explained, along with the value of shared
decision-making, cooperation and competition among depart-
ments, and workable strategies for solving problems. The practice
part of the chapter offers tips on making meetings effective, build-
ing structured agendas, and influencing decision-making styles.

Sergiovanni's last three chapters concentrate on the more
"shadowy" aspects of successful leadership, such as the roles of
politics and power, the importance of personal health, and
strategic requirements of quality leadership.

if
Turner, Harold E. "The Department HeadAn Un-
tapped Source of Instructional Leadership." NASSP
Bulletin 67, 464 (September 1983): 25-28. E1 286
628.

Principals who want some assistance with instructional leader-
ship need to reconsider the department head's role, says Turner.
A good first step is to prepare a department head job description
that clearly specifies behaviors and functions without stifling
creativity. Much can be learned from consulting management
experts like Peter Drucker, who offers insights on time-manage-
ment and determining priorities.

Turner finds several other competencies equally important. One
is personnel relations. When properly trained, department heads
should be capable of "direct, sustained interaction with teachers"
and engendering an "esprit de corps." Another primary responsi-
bility is helping teachers to improve their teaching, preferably by
using a clinical approach that relies heavily on "colleague consul-
tation."

The department head must also be able to develop and revise
curricula, lead pilot or field tests of new curricula, and evaluate
efforts needed and results achieved. The department head should
monitor courses and programs to meet departmental and school
goals and possess enough research expertise to identify promising
innovations and help the department with self-assessment func-
tions.

With few departmental models available, most administrators
will have to fashion their own departmental emphasis. Turner
recommends that local inservice training be supplemented by
certain college courses specifically tailored for department chair-
persons. The departmental approach to improving instructional
leadership cannot succeed without solid administrative support
and disruption of the usual hierarchical administrative structure.
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